THE BULLET
Derby Monkey Garage

Tools & Supplies Needed
- Band Saw or Coping Saw
- Electric hand drill or press
- #44 Drill Bit
- Sharp Pointed Object (punch)
- 1/4” Tungsten Cubes or...
- Plate for weight
- Body Putty / Wood Filler
- Safety Glasses
- Hearing Protection
- Scissors
- Markers
- Sandpaper
- Paint

WEIGHT POCKET COVER
1.75” x 2.50” x 1/8”

TO SCALE: 1 SQUARE = 1/4”

For 1/4” Tungsten Cubes CLICK HERE

www.DerbyMonkeyGarage.com

All works in these plans including text and graphics are sole property of Derby Monkey Garage. Reproduction and/or redistribution are prohibited.